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INTRODUCTION
FEAR? STRESS? WORRY? ANXIETY? NEGATIVE COPING?
What's your stress? Discover & release the unconscious cellular memory
patterns that are driving stress and anxiety in your life! Clear away the
emotional blockages that are limiting you from being able to stay calm and
respond positively.

CHANGE YOUR CELL
RESPONSE
Do you feel overwhelmed by
emotions or stress?
Are you feeling stuck, blocked,
numb or disconnected?
Do memories of the past
shape your present feelings
negatively?
Do have strong emotions
around your physical injuries
or illness that limit your
healing?

CHANGE YOUR
LIFE
Our emotions have a direct
influence on our physical
wellness!
ECMR® work gets to the root of
any challenging life issues,
clears out the current negative,
unconscious and learned,
cellular patterns of stress and
allows you to access your
ultimate health and energy.

RESULTS &
DISCUSSION
"My life has almost
always been in chaos
from the day I can start
remembering. Always
gaining and losing
friends, gaining and
losing excessive
amounts of weight,
trouble keeping jobs
long-term and some
very serious substance
abuse problems.. I had
put my family through
hell with all my mood
swings, anger, deep
sadness and worst of all
depression and lack of
will to live. I had
basically given up and
figured that this was
just what my "normal"
looked like.
[After my 2 sessions with
Katrina] I am
strengthening and
changing the dynamic
and relationship with
my mother which
previously was always
very strained. Now, we
are in a place of mutual
respect and love. I am
no longer using drugs
and alcohol as a crutch
to not feel the painful
memories of my past
because they are no
longer causing pain. "
- Tina D.
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About Emotional Cellular Memory
Release® (ECMR®) Coaching
The ECMR® process for adults and children is a
gentle step-by-step road map to accessing and
releasing the emotional blockages that are preventing
your physical and emotional healing. This deeply
relaxing technique awakens a person’s limitless
potential and is an easy method that can be applied
to every area of your life.

Emotions shape our lives - especially ones that are related to negative life
experiences. However, with cellular memory release work, you will discover
that emotions are not permanent; they passthrough us when we clear space for
them. We do not need to stay stuck or suffering in any story of our past. We have
the ability to discover our blockages and change our internal responses to those
past events, allowing us to be more healthy and release unconscious blockages
that are limiting our physical and emotional healing potential.
With ECMR®, anything is possible! Cellular memory release helps people revisit
life-altering events in a very gentle, natural and effortless way through guided
introspection, discovering the memory that created the emotional "shut down," and
releasing the issue so that cellular memory healing can begin immediately!

RESULTS &
DISCUSSION
It has been over two years
that I have been
conscious of burn-out,
depression and anxiety.

I have been to
psychologist appts,
medical doctors,
exercise (trying hard to
get those endorphins
up), self medication
through substance use,
but of course, the dull,
empty, exhausted,
angry feelings have
remained simmering
under the surface
consistently.
Words cannot express
the gratitude that I feel
for the opportunity to
have the ECMR®
session when I did. I
would most definitely
be in an extremely
different mental state
right now, maybe not
here at all if I hadn't
had the experience of
this session.. I will now
utilize ECMR® sessions
in the future, outside of
crisis mode, to help me
learn and stay focused
on what my path is.
Thank you Katrina!

Your FUTURE'S so

BRIGHT,

you'll have to wear shades!
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-Julia, Kitchener, ON

RESULTS &
DISCUSSION
Through sessions and
consultations with
Katrina, I came to
unravel so many
internal default
patterns of hiding
and limited beliefs
that I’d held onto for
a lifetime. This work
has changed my life
and having Katrina
as a conduit has been
such a gift.
What was
particularly profound
was the way that she
allowed herself to be
intuitively guided to
deepen my own
innate wisdom and
infinite intelligence. I
watch and witness as
she does this work
and am truly inspired
every single time. Her
breadth of
knowledge,
playfulness and
understanding is
incredibly attuned to
be exactly what you
need at exactly the
right moment to
accelerate any goals
you may have.
Both my personal
healing journey and
my private life
coaching work has
expanded in
indescribable ways
since I met Katrina
and her
encouragement to
include Emotional
Cellular Memory
Stress Relief
techniques in my
work has been a
catalyst for me to dive
into my coaching
with even greater
passion.
Katrina, you are such
an inspiration!
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Dear Clients,
Your body is made up of over 50 trillion cells that make up the beautiful YOU! The cells in your
brain and body are constantly responding to reactions to your life's events, and create positive or
negative patterns of cellular regeneration.
Every organ in your body is made up of cells that are constantly regenerating! Your eyes will
create and regenerate new cells in less than 48 hours! Your liver will create them in just 6 weeks!
Each organ in your body follows certain timelines of cellular regeneration; they will constantly
assess which old, negative patterns they can remove that are no longer useful or supportive to
your well-being and will then create new cells! That is the wonderful power of our body’s natural,
healing wisdom!
The cells respond to patterns that your brain and body have created through life experience to
keep you healthy, happy and alive! Unfortunately in our world today, our cells have
become depleted of vital nutrients, clogged with waste matter and blocked with tension from the
fast-paced, stressful lifestyles we live.
Emotional burdens, busy schedules and over-stimulation also impact our cells in unhealthy ways.
Both physical and emotional “weight or heaviness” can lead to a total feeling of being
overwhelmed. You may feel a “numbness" to life as a result of learned patterns of survival to shut
down and preserve what you have. You may feel fatigue or exhaustion for no reason, feel "blue,"
anxious or be hanging onto resentment, anger, fear, doubt, sadness, confusion..etc. that are
negatively impacting your well-being and making life more painful than it needs to be.
Cellular biologists now understand that the cells of the body change under emotional stress as a
result of the natural, primordial mechanism of the Mind, whose job it is to protect you from
overwhelming circumstances. This is often referred to as the "Fight or Flight Response.”
If a life event is overwhelming enough, it causes a crystallizing stress effect in the cellular body to
remember that experience and store toxic feelings associated with the circumstances of that
event. In order to cope, your conscious mind will temporarily create the illusion that you are safe in
order to survive. In reality, these harmful emotions that are stored in your cells can be triggered in
future stressful moments.
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In that crystallizing moment of stress however, your cells respond by “shutting down,” “housing the
stress,” and develop negative life coping patterns that regenerate from that traumatic moment. Your
Mind’s job is to replay the story of pain on a brain loop, as an intricate survival strategy to prepare the
body for the potential of encountering similar events in the future. This brain loop is shown on MRI
examinations to be the same loop that scientists now know is PTSD. They have discovered that
everyone has symptoms of PTSD as a result of the body's protection mechanism to “shut down” in
order to cope with negative life experiences.
Then the cells continue to house stress over time, it causes toxic disturbances to our ability to feel
balanced and at peace. In turn, this can wreak havoc on our nervous systems and can manifest the
stress into physical, mental and emotional imbalances.
Emotional Cellular Memory Release allows you to empty out the emotional stress of challenging life
experiences so that your cells can be happy and healthy! Happy, healthy cells create happy, healthy
people!
I look forward to partnering with you on your journey to whole-Life freedom and well-being. I promise to
work with you to discover the best ways to mend the body, mind, spirit connection and help you
navigate your journey to your optimal sense of wellness so that you can enjoy life and access your full
potential in all avenues of psychosocial wellbeing!

Sincerely,

Coach Kat

KATRINA DESROCHERS
BA., BEd., CLSt.Dip, CCLS
Founder of The Root Of It Centre For Wellbeing
Life Enhancement Stress & Trauma Release Coach
Certified Psychosocial Family & Child Life Specialist
International ACCRED. Journey® Practitioner
Journey® Out Of The Blue Certified
www.therootofit.ca, healing@therootofit.ca, 289-925-3377

